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Southern Pacific Railroad, declaration for sale of 439, 442
State Affairs, report from committee on 73
State Affairs, Mullins added 419
State officials, resolution respecting who have drawn pay as such, and as members of Convention 903, 904
Special Committees, for appointment of 30, 34
Special Committee on Lawlessness and Violence 34
Special Committee on Division of State, appointed 51
Special Committee to examine affairs of the State Penitentiary, for appointment of 63
Special Committee on Political Disabilities, appointment of 143
Special Committee appointed to consider declaration creating county of San Jacinto 656
Special Committee to inquire into conduct of Long and Johnson, report of 687, 688
Special Committee on Sale of Railroads 692
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State Legislatures since 1861, declaration respecting 28
State of Texas, declaration to divide 136
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Stockbridge, resolution rescinding rule of Convention which prohibits members from speaking more than thirty minutes 555
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Story, W. R., report upon petition of........................................... 55
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Thomas, J. W., minority report from Committee on Printing, in relation to newspapers. 39
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Thomas, J. W., resolution respecting Constitution of 1845. 75
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Thomas, J. W., resolution discontinuing newspapers during the recess....................................................... 940
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